Smooth pursuit eye tracking and neuro-psychological performance in healthy volunteers. Exploring a possible genetic marker for vulnerability to schizophrenia.
Eye movement dysfunction (EMD) has been repeatedly found in schizophrenics and their first-degree relatives. In the present study, smooth pursuit eye tracking was measured in healthy subjects and related to performance on computerized neuropsychological tasks assumed to involve frontal or frontoparietal functions: monitoring perspective fluctuations (Necker cube), finger tapping, trail making, reaction time (RT) and a perceptual maze test. Poor trackers performed worse on tasks requiring parallel processing (trail making with letters and digits and RT with random auditory signals for response inhibition) and made more errors and cancellations on the mazes. Results are in line with our earlier EMD results on schizophrenics, showing poor performance on frontal tasks. However, their deficiency was more pervasive, whereas the present healthy EMD subjects only had difficulties with more complex tasks. The results are of interest in view of the recent evidence that EMD may be a genetic marker for vulnerability to schizophrenia.